The new
SEAT Tarraco.
SEAT FOR BUSINESS

SEAT FOR BUSINESS

They blend in,
we stand out.

They won’t, we will.
It takes a lot more than a range of brilliant cars and SUVs
to win the 2019 Fleet Manufacturer of the Year*.
Away from the road, as much as on it, it also means taking the
initiative to do things differently, giving fleet managers and their
drivers more of what they want and need. In other words,
everything we can think of to make SEAT the best for business.

Award-winning cars. Head-turning design.
State-of-the-art technology. We believe
these things shouldn’t be reserved for the
few, but be available to the many.

01. An award-winning Fleet Team.

	Six skilled specialists with a combined 250
years of industry knowledge and fleet expertise.
Working with your own dedicated point of
contact, SEAT is an altogether better choice.

However, for all that we’re proud of those
achievements, they hardly scratch the surface
of our passionate ambition to do more, do it
better, and go further.
At heart, we’re seeking to shake up the status
quo; inspire a generation of forward thinkers;
defy yesterday’s conventions; and bring
game-changing innovation to their world.
Perhaps others feel comfortable sticking to
the old ways and quietly blending in.
But at SEAT, we’ve found there’s no greater
feeling than the thrill of standing out.
And, that once you experience it, there’s no
going back.

We believe that
quality design
and cuttingedge technology
shouldn’t be
reserved for
the few, but
accessible to
the many.

02. The best of tech.

 ith cutting edge connectivity at your fingertips,
W
and advanced technology supporting
state-of-the-art driver assistance and safety
features, your drivers are ready to go.

03.	We win. You win.

	Newly crowned Fleet Manufacturer of the Year
at the Great British Fleet Awards 2019, we’ve
now picked up 15 major awards in the last year
alone. But it’s you we most set out to win over.

04. easymove: a choice solution.

	The easiest way ever for your drivers to choose
their car. 1: Choose your trim. 2: Choose your
engine. 3: Choose your colour (incl. metallic).
And that’s it. With really great spec already
standard on every vehicle, who needs options?

05. Cutting costs without compromise.

	Low service, maintenance and repair costs,
fuel-efficient engines and strong residual
values deliver competitive monthly lease rates,
and low total cost of ownership. Exceptional
levels of specification combined with both
competitive P11D values and CO2 emissions
complete the financial case for SEAT.

06. Enjoy a 4-day test drive.

	The only way to choose any car properly is to
spend meaningful days and nights behind the
wheel. That’s why we give you or your drivers
the car for 4 days**. Booking is easy and
hassle free, too.

07. Commitment to Fleet Aftersales.

	Simple, transparent pricing structure; regional
labour rates; valuable parts discounts; a
20-minute maximum response time to every
1-link booking enquiry. Every SEAT Dealer is
dedicated to meeting their service standards,
and no-one knows a SEAT vehicle better than
SEAT trained technicians.

*Fleet World, The Great British Fleet Awards 2019. **Terms and conditions apply. Visit goo.gl/a9N5DJ

Our SUV range

New Tarraco
makes the fleet
complete.
TEST XXXX

SEAT Arona
P11D From
£16,925

SEAT Ateca
P11D From
£21,720

TEST XXXX

Across the range, high spec features that
we know drivers want are already on
board, chosen by SEAT to help deliver
strong residual values. And for all the
impressive technology and safety features
each offers as standard, they’re included
in the basic P11D values.

Best small SUV

CAR
OF THE
YEAR
2019
Small SUV

CAR OF
THE YEAR
2018
Best family SUV
LESS THAN £20,000

It’s easy and hassle free to book
a 4-day test drive.

Just call
0845 803 3255**
* Terms and conditions apply. Visit: goo.gl/a9N5DJ

**	Calls to this number will be charged at 5 pence per minute,

plus your operator’s access charge.

New SEAT Tarraco
P11D From
£27,750

TEST XXXX

CAR OF
THE YEAR
2018

Test drive four days*
Our test drives give your drivers no less
than four whole days to put a SEAT through
its paces. A chance to experience a model
first hand, getting to know and appreciate
the technology and features over days and
nights of meaningful, real-life driving.

Choice. The perfect word to describe
our now completed range of SUVs
A line-up designed and built to be a
driving force in the business world. All
sharing the same DNA, but each with its
own distinct personality.

New SEAT Tarraco range

Our new 7-seater SUV

P11D

The new
SEAT Tarraco.
Seriously spacious. Determinedly sporty.
Iconic. Sleek. Sophisticated. And highly desirable.
The new Tarraco strikes the perfect balance between
design and functionality, sportiness comfort and
technology. It’s the large SUV for drivers who need
the usefulness of a 5- or 7-seater but still expect an
impressively high standard spec, state-of-the-art
connectivity, and the most advanced safety features.
With up to 7 seats, sliding and folding, all of its extra
space can be adapted to work for the driver in
whatever way they want. With both rows of seats
folded, that space is massive: up to 1,775 litres opens
up to swallow a seriously large load. Even with all
seven seats in place, a minimum of 230 litres is
pretty impressive.
Behind the wheel, new Tarraco is something else
again. Its sportiness and dynamic, agile handling in
town or country, or whilst eating up motorway miles
simply isn’t what you’d expect from a large SUV.
Spacious and practical it may be. But new Tarraco is
an SUV that’s also a delight to drive.
There’s comfort to be found financially too.
The 2.0 TDI 150PS engine (with 2WD) and CO2
emissions from 129g/km, comes in below the
130g/km CO2 emissions barrier. And P11D values
start below £30K. For a 7-seater SUV, those
figures are outstanding.

FROM

£27,750

MPG#

COMBINED UP TO

47.9 mpg

C02#
FROM

129 g/km

BiK
FROM

33%

COMFORT

7-seats as standard
TECHNOLOGY

Digital Cockpit
BOOT CAPACITY

700 litres*
SAFETY

Emergency Call
SPEC CHOICE

easymove

To arrange a
4-day business
test drive
T:0845 803 3255†
† Calls to this number will
be charged at 5 pence per
minute, plus your operator’s
access charge. Telephone
lines open 9am to 5pm
Mon–Fri. Terms and conditions
apply. Visit: goo.gl/a9N5DJ
* with 3rd row down.

Model shown: New Tarraco SE Technology 2.0 TDI 150PS in Reflex Silver Metallic paint. 129g/km CO2#. 33% BiK. £30,555 P11D.

# Figures shown are for comparability purposes; only compare fuel consumption and CO2 figures with other vehicles tested to the same technical procedures. These figures may not
reflect real life driving results, which will depend upon a number of factors including the accessories fitted (post-registration), variations in weather, driving styles and vehicle load.
There is a new test used for fuel consumption and CO2 figures (known as WLTP). The CO2 figures shown however, are based on a calculation designed to be equivalent to the outgoing
(NEDC) test cycle and will be used to calculate vehicle tax on first registration. For more information, please see seat.co.uk/wltp or consult your SEAT Dealer. Data correct at March
2019. Figures quoted are for a range of configurations and are subject to change due to ongoing approvals/changes. Please consult your SEAT Dealer for further information.

Interior design

A class above
in stylish
sophistication.
New Tarraco’s luxurious cabin is a world of
advanced technology and innovation, with
complete driver control as its primary purpose.

The SEAT Tarraco
is a roomy, goodlooking 7-seater
and probably the
poshest SEAT ever.
TOPGEAR

Model shown: New Tarraco XCELLENCE

There’s a 10.25 inch Digital Cockpit, where the
driver can easily switch between music, navigation,
adaptive cruise control and other driving assistance
systems — all in one customisable display. To the
left is an 8 inch floating screen for easy access to the
SUV’s state-of-the-art infotainment and various
other connectivity features.
The perfectly sculpted cabin cleverly balances the
differing needs of the driver and passengers. A
relaxed, ergonomically designed, elevated driving
position for the driver. An equally comfortable
environment for their passengers, whether seated
in the front or second row, thanks to the generous leg
and head room. And more than sufficient space for
third row passengers to enjoy their journey too.

Interior design

Seven seats.
What will you
do with yours?
That sleek sophisticated exterior
hides an enormous amount of
available space.
It’s as flexible and adaptable as
the driver needs it to be...
With the third row flat, it takes a
impressive 700 litres.
Drop the second row flat too, and
a cavernous 1775 litres opens up.
Even with all 7 seats in place,
there’s a generous 230 litres.

All versions of the Tarraco come with sliding
and reclining second-row seats, and with
these pushed right back there’s enough leg
room for adults well over six feet tall.
WHATCAR?

Features

ENGINE
STOP

Start/stop
system.

UP TO

47.9 MPG.*

Official WLTP benchmark figures
indicate combined cycle fuel
consumption of up to 47.9 mpg.

When the car is stopped, the gear lever set
to neutral and the clutch pedal released,
the start/stop system switches the engine
off. Once the clutch is engaged again, the
engine starts automatically.

*Depending on driving syle.

New Tarraco.

From its sharp styling and innovative technology to its spacious seven seat interior and advanced safety
features, here are some of the features that make the new Tarraco an ideal choice for your fleet.
Not all features are available on all models.

Energy recovery
system.

An energy recovery system works by varying the amount of
power absorbed by the alternator. During braking, power
which would otherwise be wasted is drawn into the electrical
systems and battery. Under acceleration, the alternator draws
less energy, so more can be sent to driving the wheels.

Seven
seats.
Seven seats as standard.
Foldable. Slidable. Flat to
the floor. Adapting to the
driver’s needs.

The Wireless Charger powers your
phone through surface contact.
So you can keep on going.

Front
Assist.

Front Assist monitors the traffic
situation in front of your car,
warning you when you get too
close and even applying the
brakes to help avoid collision.

Optimise every drive with
Comfort, Eco, Sport and
Individual drive modes for
the front drive version, plus
Off-Road and Snow modes
for the 4Drive version.

100% full LED technology.
See clearly with Full LED lights in the front
and rear, including dynamic rear indicators.

8"

8" display
with Full Link.

Connect your smartphone to the 8′′ touchscreen
via Apple CarPlay™ or Android Auto™ to easily
manage your music, maps and favourite apps.

Digital Cockpit.
With one look,
check maps or
driving assistants
such as Adaptive
Cruise Control,
Lane & Front
Assist.

Top view camera
and Park Assist.

START

Wireless
Charging.

Driver
Profile.

The Top View Camera features
cameras in the front, rear and
exterior mirrors that provide 360°
visibility and work with Park Assist
to help you park hands-free.

Performance

Smooth handling demands an engine that
delivers power to the road smoothly and
efficiently. We have those engines. Directinjection, turbocharged power outputs
between 150PS and 190PS, with start-stop
technology, either petrol or diesel-powered,
are all available.
Of special note, the 1.5 TSI Evo 150PS
engine incorporates Active Cylinder
Technology (ACT). The 1.5-litre four-cylinder
engine is a charged direct fuel injection
engine (TSI). The outstanding technical
aspect of the engine is its active cylinder
management (ACT). Shutting down the
second and third cylinders during light
throttle loads reduces fuel consumption*.
*May not reflect real driving results.

XCELLENCE

XCELLENCE Lux

With a nimbleness and light-footedness that
few would expect from a large SUV, new
Tarraco manages to perfection its twin roles
as a practical, every day vehicle that’s also
sporty and enjoyable to drive.

Engine
availability

SE Technology

If you’re looking for great performance, it’s
here, in the shape of the new Tarraco.

SE

It’s just as big
on driver
enjoyment.

●

●

●

●

PETROL

1.5 TSI Evo 150PS
2.0 TSI DGS-auto
4Drive 190PS

●

●

DIESEL
2.0 TDI 150PS

●

●

●

●

2.0 TDI DGS-auto
4Drive 150PS

●

●

●

●

●

●

2.0 TSI DGS-auto
4Drive 190PS

The 150hp 1.5-litre petrol is the entrylevel point to the SEAT Tarraco range
and — depending on what kind of driving
you do — is also one of the best options.
It’s quiet, smooth and quick enough once
you’re under way, aided by a slick-to-use
six-speed manual gearbox. It gets from
0-62mph in 9.7 seconds and returns fuel
economy of 38mpg.
CARWOW

Model shown: New Tarraco XCELLENCE Lux 1.5 TSI Evo 150PS in Dark Camourflage Metallic paint. 152g/km CO2#. 34% BiK. £31,565 P11D.

# Figures shown are for comparability purposes; only compare fuel consumption and CO2 figures with other vehicles tested to the same technical procedures. These figures may not
reflect real life driving results, which will depend upon a number of factors including the accessories fitted (post-registration), variations in weather, driving styles and vehicle load.
There is a new test used for fuel consumption and CO2 figures (known as WLTP). The CO2 figures shown however, are based on a calculation designed to be equivalent to the outgoing
(NEDC) test cycle and will be used to calculate vehicle tax on first registration. For more information, please see seat.co.uk/wltp or consult your SEAT Dealer. Data correct at March
2019. Figures quoted are for a range of configurations and are subject to change due to ongoing approvals/changes. Please consult your SEAT Dealer for further information.

Safety

Safety first.
TEST XXXX

Car Safety is just as much a top priority for us as
it is to every Fleet Manager. So it’s doubly
reassuring that new Tarraco was awarded the
maximum 5 stars in its EURO NCAP tests —
achieving excellent results in each area, especially
in adult occupant and pedestrian protection.
Thatcham Research reported that new Tarraco’s
adult occupant protection score (at 97%) would
become the target for 2019.
Here are just 4 of the ways new Tarraco takes
safety to the next level.
01. Front Assist.
If a bicycle suddenly crosses the driver’s path or
the car ahead unexpectedly applies the brakes,
Front Assist reacts instantly and brakes
automatically to maintain a safe distance.

01

02

02. Lane Assist.
Advanced sensors measure the distance between
the Tarraco and other cars in traffic so it can
accelerate or decelerate accordingly. Without
ever leaving the lane.

03

03. Pre-Crash & Rollover Assist.
Pre-Crash Assist tightens seat belts and closes
windows to brace the car for an oncoming
accident. And if a rollover occurs, Rollover Assist
activates necessary systems like eCall.

04

04. Emergency Call.
In case of an accident, eCall automatically notifies
emergency services. Calls can also be made just
by pressing the button.

Model line-up.
SE.

SE Technology.

P11D from £27,750
Wheels & Tyres
• 17” Dynamic’ alloy wheels 37/1
with 215/65 R17 99V tyres
Exterior Equipment
• Metallic paint
•	Door mirrors & door handles in
body colour
•	Electrically folding and
adjustable door mirrors
• Chrome front grille frame
• Hidden exhaust pipe
• Automatic headlight adjustment
•	LED headlights, taillights &
daytime running lights
• Black roof rails
•	Front halogen fog lights with
cornering function
• Rear fog lights
Interior Equipment
• Ambient spot lighting and front
footwell illumination
• Overhead storage
compartment
• Luggage compartment floor
with split function
• Centre armrest in front & rear
• Sliding boot cover

8” display with Full Link.

Infotainment
• Media System Colour:
8" colour touchscreen with
proximity sensor + DAB (Digital
Audi Broadcasting) + AM/FM
Radio + 3 USB ports and 1 Aux-in
jack + 8 speakers + SD card slot
• USB cable for Apple and
Android smartphone
compatibility
• Full Link smartphone integration
(Mirror Link™, Apple Car Play™,
Google Android Auto™)
• Digital cockpit
Functional & Mechanical
• Rear parking sensors
• Comfort suspension
• Fuel door linked to central
locking
• Gear recommendation indicator
• Front and rear electric windows
• 12V socket(s)/12V socket in front
• Electric parking brake including
Autohold function
• Power locking and remote
control with two foldable keys
and opening boot selector
• Cruise control

Digital cockpit.

• Rain sensing wipers
• Auto headlights with automatic
coming & leaving home function
• Auto dimming rear view mirror
• Three-zone climate control
• SEAT Drive Profile: 4 different
modes (Normal-Sport-EcoIndividual) + Progressive
steering + 4Drive versions
	include off-road and snow
modes + Steering response +
Throttle response + Gear shifts
mode (only DSG models)
Seats & Trim
• Comfort seats in cloth
• Height-adjustable driver &
passenger seats
• Driver and passenger seat with
lumbar adjustment
• Height adjustable front
headrests
• Leather multi-function steering
wheel & gear knob
• Chrome dashboard and side
door panel detailing
• Easy-Fold rear seat system
(folding flat into floor) —
second and third row

LED lights, front and rear.

Safety & Security
• e-Call (Emergency Call)
• Front passenger airbag deactivation
• Front, Two curtain & drivers
Knee airbags
• ISOFIX points in outer 2nd row
seats and front passenger
seat with top tether anchorage
points
• Traction Control System (ASR)
• Anti-lock brakes (ABS)
• Electronic Stability Control (ESC)
• Electronic differential lock
system (XDS)
• Front Assist, City Emergency
Braking and Pedestrian
Protection
• Lane Assist
• Hill hold control
• Tiredness recognition
• Central locking system
(Keyless-Go)
• Alarm (perimeter and interior
monitoring)

Driver profile.

XCELLENCE.

XCELLENCE Lux.

P11D from £28,760

P11D from £29,840

P11D from £31,565

In addition to
SE trim:

In addition to
SE Technology trim:

In addition to
XCELLENCE trim:

Wheels & Tyres
• 18" Performance machined
alloy wheels 37/1 with 235/55
R18 100V tyres

Wheels & Tyres
• 19" Exclusive machined
alloy wheels 37/1 with 235/50
R19 99V tyres

Wheels & Tyres
• 20" Supreme machined
alloy wheels 37/1 with 235/45
R20 100V tyres

Exterior Equipment
• Dark tinted windows and white
ambient light in front and rear
door panels

Exterior Equipment
• Body coloured bumpers
• Chrome roof rails
• Chrome window surrounds

Seats & Trim
• Sports seats in Leather

Infotainment
• Navigation System: 8" colour
touchscreen with proximity
sensor + 3D Map Display
+ DAB (Digital Audio 		
	Broadcasting + AM/FM
	Radio + 3 USB ports and
1 Aux-in jack + 8 speakers +
SD Card Slot

Interior Equipment
• Illuminated aluminium front
door sill with XCELLENCE Logo

Navigation system.

	Seats & Trim
• Sport seats with Alcantara®

Functional & Mechanical
• Winter Pack: Heated front
and outer rear seats
• Top view camera
• Electric drivers seat with
memory function

The easiest
way ever
to choose
your car.
	What is easymove?
	Our range is now
easymove, you just
need to:
1. Choose your trim
2. Choose your engine

Functional & Mechanical
• Park Assist: Self parking
functionality (includes front
and rear parking sensors)
• Keyless Enter and Go (KESSY)
with electric tailgate with
Virtual Pedal
• Adaptive Cruise Control with
Speed Limiter
• Rear view camera
• Wireless Phone Charger

Wireless Phone Charger.

easymove

3.	Choose your colour
	(metallic paint is
included in the price)
	
And that’s it!
	Because with a great
standard spec, you
don’t need options!

Sports seats in leather.

Fleet choice

Total cost of ownership. New SEAT Tarraco SE Technology vs competitors.

New Tarraco SE Technology.

Being competitive on BiK liability is a priority for SEAT. A combination of a low
CO2 at under 130g/km and a low P11D value means the lowest BiK liability vs its
competitors (see table right). If you’d like see for yourself how much a driver can
expect to pay in BiK for the new Tarraco SE Technology with the 2.0TDI 150PS
engine over 3 years, just visit our Company Car Tax Calculator at seat.co.uk
And the new Tarraco also comes out on top for total cost of ownership against
its competitors in the table shown right.

Savings over
36 months/60,000 miles¹

Retail price
(P11D value)

New SEAT Tarraco SE Technology 2.0 TDI 150PS

£30,555.00

129

£689.53

41.4p

£24,823.06

Nissan X-Trail N-Connecta 1.6 dCi

£30,555.00

133

£773.24

46.4p

£27,836.60

£864.04

51.8p

Peugeot 5008 Allure 2.0 Blue HDi 180 EAT8

Mitsubishi Outlander Juro 2.2 DI-D (Leather)

Hyundai Santa Fe Premium 2.2 CRDi Blue Drive

£33,139.00

£30,700.00
£33,740.00

CO2
Total cost
Total cost
g/km2 of ownership of ownership
per month
per mile
129

139

159

£740.17

£789.96

44.4p
47.4p

Total
cost of
ownership

New SEAT
Tarraco
potential saving
—

New SEAT
Tarraco potential
saving x 10 vehicles

£26,646.00

£1,822.94

£18,229.40

£28,438.49

£3,615.43

£36,154.30

£31,105.60

£3,013.54

£6,282.54

£30,135.40

£62,825.40

¹ 36/60,000 term, information from CAP Automotive Ltd 23/1/19. The total cost of ownership does not include fuel costs. ² Figures shown are for comparability purposes; only compare fuel consumption and

CO2 figures with other vehicles tested to the same technical procedures. These figures may not reflect real life driving results, which will depend upon a number of factors including the accessories fitted
(post-registration), variations in weather, driving styles and vehicle load. There is a new test used for fuel consumption and CO2 figures (known as WLTP). The CO2 figures shown however, are based on a
calculation designed to be equivalent to the outgoing (NEDC) test cycle and will be used to calculate vehicle tax on first registration. For more information, please see seat.co.uk/wltp or consult your SEAT
Dealer. Data correct at March 2019. Figures quoted are for a range of configurations and are subject to change due to ongoing approvals/changes. Please consult your SEAT Dealer for further information.

Specification highlights

/ 18" Performance machined alloy wheels
/	Dark tinted windows and white ambient
light in front and rear door panels
/	Navigation System: 8" colour touchscreen
with proximity sensor + 3D Map Display
+ DAB + AM/FM Radio
/ Digital cockpit
/	Full Link smartphone integration
(Mirror Link™, Apple car play™,
Google Android Auto™)
/	SEAT Drive Profile (Normal-Sport-EcoIndividual) + Progressive steering + Steering
response + Throttle response + Gear shifts
mode (only DSG models)
/ Tiredness recognition
/	Auto headlights with automatic coming and
leaving home function
/	Front Assist, City Emergency Braking and
Pedestrian Protection

To arrange a
4-day business
test drive
T:0845 803 3255†
† Terms and conditions apply. Visit: goo.gl/a9N5DJ

Calls to this number will be charged at 5 pence per minute,
plus your operator’s access charge.

New SEAT Tarraco
SE Technology 2.0 TDI
150PS

P11D

MPG²

COMBINED UP TO

£30,555

47.9 mpg

C02²

BiK³

129 g/km

33%

Vehicle benefit tax
40% TAX PAYER 3

£336.08 per month

3 Tax payer per month for 2019/20 tax year. Information
correct at time of going to print (March 2019) but may
be subject to change. SEAT does not purport to offer tax
advice to individuals and recommends that all company
car drivers consult their own accountant with regards to
their particular position.

Fleet choice

New Tarraco XCELLENCE.

It’s a SEAT. So, of course, excellent levels of specification come as standard
— including metallic paint, thanks to our simply brilliant easymove initiative.
Apart from making it a highly desirable SUV, it means the XCELLENCE 1.5 TSI Evo
150PS delivers a strong projected residual value and therefore potentially lower
total cost of ownership than its petrol engine competitors (see table right).

Total cost of ownership. New SEAT Tarraco XCELLENCE vs competitors.
Savings over
36 months/60,000 miles¹

Retail price
(P11D value)

CO2
g/km2

Total cost of
ownership
per month

Total cost of
ownership
per mile

Total
cost of
ownership

New SEAT Tarraco Xcellence 1.5 TSI Evo 150PS

£29,840.00

152

£680.08

40.8p

£24,482.88

171

£717.40

43.0p

£730.82

43.8p

Peugeot 5008 Allure 1.6 PureTech 180 EAT8

£31,399.00

Mitsubishi Outlander 4 2.0 CVT (Leather)

£28,795.00

Nissan X-Trail N-Connecta 1.6 DiG-T

£29,095.00

Citreon Grand C4 Spacetourer Flair 1.2 PureTech 130 EAT8

£29,525.00

131

119

149

£691.93
£717.91

41.5p
43.1p

£24,909.40

New SEAT
Tarraco
potential saving
—

£426.52

New SEAT
Tarraco potential
saving x 10 vehicles
—

£4,265.20

£25,826.40

£1,343.52

£13,435.20

£26,309.46

£1,826.58

£18,265.80

£25,844.65

£1,361.77

£13,617.70

¹ 36/60,000 term, information from CAP Automotive Ltd 23/1/19. The total cost of ownership does not include fuel costs. ² Figures shown are for comparability purposes; only compare fuel consumption and
CO2 figures with other vehicles tested to the same technical procedures. These figures may not reflect real life driving results, which will depend upon a number of factors including the accessories fitted (postregistration), variations in weather, driving styles and vehicle load. There is a new test used for fuel consumption and CO2 figures (known as WLTP). The CO2 figures shown however, are based on a calculation
designed to be equivalent to the outgoing (NEDC) test cycle and will be used to calculate vehicle tax on first registration. For more information, please see seat.co.uk/wltp or consult your SEAT Dealer. Data
correct at March 2019. Figures quoted are for a range of configurations and are subject to change due to ongoing approvals/changes. Please consult your SEAT Dealer for further information.

Specification highlights
/ 19" Exclusive machined alloy wheels
/	Navigation System: 8" colour touchscreen
with proximity sensor + 3D Map Display
+ DAB + AM/FM Radio
/ Sports seats with Alcantara
/ Digital cockpit
/	Park Assist: Self parking functionality
(includes front and rear parking sensors)
/ Keyless Enter and GO (KESSY)
/ Rear view camera
/ Adaptive Cruise Control with Speed Limiter
/	SEAT Drive Profile (Normal-Sport-EcoIndividual) + Progressive steering +
Steering response + Throttle response
+ Gear shifts mode (only DSG models)
/ Body coloured bumpers
/ Chrome roof rails and window surrounds
/	Illuminated aluminium front door sill with
XCELLENCE logo

To arrange a
4-day business
test drive
T:0845 803 3255†
† Terms and conditions apply. Visit: goo.gl/a9N5DJ

Calls to this number will be charged at 5 pence per minute,
plus your operator’s access charge.

New SEAT Tarraco
XCELLENCE 1.5 TSI Evo
150PS

P11D

MPG²

COMBINED UP TO

£29,840

36.7 mpg

C02²

BiK³

152 g/km

34%

Vehicle benefit tax
40% TAX PAYER 3

£338.17 per month

3 Tax payer per month for 2019/20 tax year. Information
correct at time of going to print (March 2019) but may
be subject to change. SEAT does not purport to offer tax
advice to individuals and recommends that all company
car drivers consult their own accountant with regards to
their particular position.

SEAT FOR BUSINESS
What should you do next with this brochure? We’re glad you asked.

We hope you found this brochure interesting. Please keep it handy so you can look up information on SEAT for Business—or pass
it to a colleague who may want to take a look. When it’s no longer useful, please recycle it in a responsible way. We’ve created
this publication responsibly, using a low waste environmentally managed printing system using certified paper and BSI ISO
14001 accredited. Fully recyclable, it’s designed to protect the environment and the communities we are part of and has been
carbon balanced with the help of international conservation charity, World Land Trust.

CBP00011611109173156

Official WLTP fuel consumption figures.

New Tarraco range: Combined WLTP range in mpg 29.7 —
 47.9.
CO2 emissions 129 — 166g/km.
Figures shown are for comparability purposes; only compare fuel consumption and CO2 figures with other vehicles tested to the same technical procedures. These figures may not
reflect real life driving results, which will depend upon a number of factors including the accessories fitted (post-registration), variations in weather, driving styles and vehicle load.
There is a new test used for fuel consumption and CO2 figures (known as WLTP). The CO2 figures shown however, are based on a calculation designed to be equivalent to the
outgoing (NEDC) test cycle and will be used to calculate vehicle tax on first registration. For more information, please see seat.co.uk/wltp or consult your SEAT Dealer. Data correct
at March 2019. Figures quoted are for a range of configurations and are subject to change due to ongoing approvals/changes. Please consult your SEAT Dealer for further information.

SEAT is committed to a policy of continuous product and programme development and reserves the right to make changes to the programme, information, specifications, colours and
prices without notice. While SEAT makes every effort to ensure that specifications are accurate at the time of publication (March 2019), you should always check with your authorised SEAT
Dealer for the latest information. Due to limitations of the printing process the colours reproduced in this brochure may vary slightly from the actual paint colour and material. This vehicle
and all its parts, as well as the original spares, were designed according to the Legal Regulations governing the prevention and minimisation of Environmental Impact, through the use of
recycled/recyclable materials, with measures taken to achieve suitable recycling for the conservation and improvement of environmental quality. March 2019. Printed in the UK.

